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adaptation
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Abstract— This paper deals with motions kinematics
analysis of wheeled-legged mobile robot. A kineto-static
modeling of such system is proposed. Based on this gen-
eral model, we develop the inverse differential kinematics
of Hylos robot, a prototype of hybrid wheeled-legged rover
developed in our lab. This inverse model is applied to de-
termine a posture control algorithm of the robot evolving
on uneven terrain.
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I. Introduction

Autonomous robotic rovers have many potential appli-
cations, including space exploration, agriculture, defense,
demining, etc... Rovers as Sojourner Shrimp [1] , Nomad
[2] are articulated multibody structure permitting a passive
adaption to ground surface. New kinematics such as for
SRR [3] or Gofor [4] use an active suspension allowing
control of some attitude parameters of the robot. Those ar-
ticulated wheeled systems differs from walking machines
in the sense that wheeled systems maintain the contact con-
tinuously with the ground surface and velocity transmission
is mainly ensured by rolling on ground. High mobility sys-
tems such as Azimut [5], Hylos [6], Workpartner, Athlete
[7] combining both rolling and crawling, inherits both ad-
vantages of wheeled and walking systems, i.e. the velocity
for the first one and the clearing for the second.

Numerous works are related to the motion analysis of ar-
ticulated wheeled systems. Kinematic analysis of motion
on flat surface are developed by [8] and [9]. A classifica-
tion of those systems, based on steering systems including
omnidirectional wheels, are proposed in [10]. Those works
are based on ideal rolling and no-side slip assumptions.
Kinematics of 2 linked wheels by an axle on 3D surface
is studied by [11]. This study propose the using a variable
length axle to prevent side slip. The rolling kinematic of
a torus wheel on uneven continuous surface is investigated
in [12] which propose the using a passive joint allowing
a lateral degree of freedom in order to overcome slippage.
A methodology for developing a motion kinematics over
rough ground and including various slip is proposed in [13].

This paper proposes a general kinetostatic formulation
of quasi-static motion of articulated wheeled-legged rovers
(WLR). This formulation include no-ideal contact condi-
tion (rolling slip, side-slip, discontinuous contact, contact

deformation). The method used here is based on velocity
composition principle to derive velocity equation between
which link operational and joint parameters. Virtual work
principles is used to derive equilibrium equation and force
transmission equations which connect contact force, joint
torques and external gravitational forces. Those models
are applied for trajectory control of a wheeled-legged rover
based on a posture/path decoupling parameters.

Section 2 will present first a general formulation of ve-
locity and forces transmission of WLR. Then those mod-
els are applied, in section 3, to our experimental platform
composed by four wheel-legs, and are solved in their in-
verse form which is convenient for posture-trajectory con-
trol. Section 4 discusses about the posture control applied
to our experimental platform.

II. General kineto-static formulation of WLR

This section deals with kineto-static modeling of systems
having legs ended with wheels. We define the parameter
vector qt = (xt, θt

i , χt
i)

t such as :
• xt = (pt, φt) is the vector of platform parameters with
respect to ground frame, where p denotes the vector of po-
sition parameters and φ denotes the vector of the usual yaw,
pitch and roll angles;
• θi is the vector of the ith leg joint parameters;
• χi = (γi, ϑi)t is the ith vector of wheel’s parameter,
where γi is the steering angle and ϑi the rolling angle.
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Fig. 1. Kinematic model

Let n the number of wheel-leg kinematic chain and q the
vector of the robot parameters :

qt = (xt, θt
1, χt

1, θt
2, χt

2, ...)
t

A. Contact model

The contact area between a ground and a wheel could
have a complex geometry depending on one part the flex-
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ibility of the ground and on the other part their geometry.
Figure (2) gives a generic approached form of the contact
area between a cylindrical flexible wheel on a soft ground.
The center point of the contact area is called Pi and an as-
sociated contact frame Ri = (Pi, t, l,n) is defined such as
n is the contact normal vector, t = σ×n is the longitudinal
vector with σ is the unit wheel axis and l = n × t is the
lateral vector (figure 2(b)).
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Fig. 2. Contact between a flexible wheel and a soft ground

B. Velocity equations

As the system is mechanically non-holonomic, kinematic
equations can not be given geometrically but will be es-
tablished by using the velocity relations in articulated rigid
bodies system. These equations assumes permanent con-
tacts but not necessary ideal rolling with the ground i.e.
the wheels could slip in both tangent directions of contact
plane. The velocity equation is obtained by means of the
velocity composition principle :

~V(Pi,Rωi/R0) = ~V(Pi,Rωi/Rc)+
~V(Pi,Rc/Rp) + ~V(Pi,Rp/R0)

(1)

Where R0 is the global frame, Rp is the platform frame,
Rc is the frame attached to the wheel axle and Rωi is the
frame attached to the rotating wheel (see Fig. 1).

This equation is expressed in the contact frame Ri:

vi
s = −vi

c + vi
p + vi

x (2)

where :
• vi

s = ~V(Pi,Rωi/R0) is the sliding velocity of the contact
point Pi;
• vi

x = ~V(Pi,Rp/R0) is the velocity of Pi due to platform
motion with respect to ground;
• vi

p = ~V(Pi,Rc/Rp) is the velocity of Pi due to leg’s mo-
tion with respect the platform;
• vi

c = −~V(Pi,Rωi/Rc) = rωiti is the wheel circumferen-
tial velocity with respect to the leg. In this equation, sub-
script i denotes that the vector is expressed in the local con-
tact frame Ri.

First, the velocity of the contact point due to platform
motion with respect to the ground and expressed in the plat-
form frame Rp can be written as :

vx = Rṗ + ω × pi (3)

where ṗ is the platform velocity expressed in R0 and ω
is the platform rotation velocity vector expressed in Rp.
R is rotation matrix between the platform frame and the
ground one and pi is the position of the point contact in the
platform frame.

The vector pi depends on leg parameters θi. It is ob-
tained by writing the kinematic model of the leg :

pi = ri − rn ≈ Gi(θi)− rn (4)

Then equation (3) can be rewritten in matrix form :

vx = Rṗ− p̃iTφφ̇
=

[
R −p̃iTφ

]
ẋ

= Liẋ
(5)

where p̃i is the skew matrix corresponding to the cross-
product, ẋ is the platform velocity twist with respect to the
ground frame R0 and Tφ is the rotation velocity decou-
pling matrix. This matrix expresses the rotation velocity
vector ω as a function of the rotation angle derivative φ̇. Li

is called locomotion matrix with a 3× 6 dimensions.
The velocity of the contact point Pi due to leg motion

with respect to the platform is expressed by classical serial
chain kinematic model :

vpi
= Jpi

θ̇i

=
[

σ1 × a1 . . . σm × am

]
θ̇i

(6)

We then obtain from equation (2) by projection on the
contact frame :

Rt
iLiẋ + Rt

iJpi
θ̇i − r ωi(1, 0, 0)t = vsi (7)

Ri is matrix rotation of contact frame with respect to
platform frame. The projection in the contact frame allows
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to express directly the sliding condition in the contact. By
denoting vsi

= [sti
sli sni

]t the relative velocity in the
contact:
• sti expresses the longitudinal slippage velocity,
• sli expresses the lateral slippage velocity,
• sni

represent contact deformation velocity in the normal
direction or contact detachment velocity.

Finally, we obtain, in matrix-form, the velocity equation
for the all system composed by n wheel-leg chains:

L(x,Θ,n)ẋ + J(Θ,n)Θ̇ = vs (8)

with

L =


Rt

1L1

Rt
2L2

...
Rt

nLn


3n×6

J =


J1 0 . . . 0
0 J2 0
...

. . .
0 0 Jn


3n×n m

Θ =



θ1

χ1

θ2

χ2
...

θn

χn


n m×1

Ji =

 Rt
iJpi

 −r
0
0

 
3×m

by assuming that all chains have the same degree of free-
dom m. The Jacobian matrix Ji of each wheel-leg chain
depends on the normal vectors of wheel-ground contacts
nt = (nt

1, n
t
2, . . . , n

t
n).

C. Quasi-static model

We denotes f t = (f t
1, f

t
2, ..., f

t
n) with fi = (fti , fli , fni

)t

the vector of contact force components. We will use the
principle of virtual power to determine the static equation
assuming a virtual velocity field (ẋ∗, Θ̇

∗
,t v∗s ) which must

satisfies kinematic equation 8:

P ∗ = wtẋ∗ + τ tΘ̇
∗

+ f tv∗s = 0 (9)

Let w the vector 6 × 1 of the wrench components, ex-
pressed in the platform frame center, of external forces ap-
plied to the system (including gravitational forces). We de-
note τ the actuator torque vector applied on joints. The to-
tal power developed by external forces, contact forces and
joint torques is:

P ∗ = wtẋ∗ + τ tΘ̇
∗

+ f t(Lẋ∗ + JΘ̇
∗
)

= (wt + f tL)ẋ∗ + (τ t + f tJ)Θ̇
∗

(10)

The principle of virtual power states that :

P ∗ = 0 ∀(ẋ∗, Θ̇
∗
) ⇔

{
−Ltf = w
−Jtf = τ

(11)

These equations assumes that the total mass of the sys-
tem is concentrated on the platform. The second equation
should be corrected by adding ws which is the generalized
force due to the weight of wheel-leg parts and associated to
Θ̇ parameters:

−Jtf = τ + ws (12)

The system has a high degree of static indeterminacy i.e.
equilibrium equations are less than unknown contact forces.
This indeterminacy is due in one part to external contact
with the environment (frictional contacts with 3 unknown
force components at each contact) and in the another part
to internal redundant actuation (for example all wheels are
in general driven in off-road application). The resolution
of this model gives the contact load distribution which are
important for determining the traction torque applied to the
wheel. In order to solve this model, we have to add rela-
tionships or assumptions generally on contact forces. Wal-
dron [14] proposes to use the zero interaction principle to
raise the static indeterminacy, based on a equi-projectivity
of tangential contact forces. This principle establishes that
all tangential contact forces work in the same direction to
propel the vehicle. The second way to overcome the in-
determinacy is to use terramechanics relations that express
relationships between contact force components, slippage
parameters and mechanical properties of the ground [15].

III. Application to the inverse velocity model

In this section, we will focus on the particular kinematics
of Hylos robot.Then, we will use pure rolling assumption in
order to compute the inverse velocity model which will be
used in the posture control loop.

αi

βi

γi

ϑi

Fig. 3. Hylos robot and CAD view of one wheel-leg

A. Hylos kinematics

Hylos is approximately 70 cm long et weights 12 kg. It is
composed by four legs, each one has two rotoide joints with
parallel axes and is ended by a driven and steered cylindri-
cal wheel. Leg joints are actuated by means of ball screws
and pantographic mechanisms. The system has at all 16
degrees of freedom actuated by DC motors. The figure 3
shows the pantagraphic mechanisms of each 2 dof leg. The
leg parameters vector is : θi = [αi, βi]t.

B. Hylos mobility

Ideal rolling assumption deals with non-slippage condi-
tion in wheel-ground contact. The inverse kinematic prob-
lem consists in determination of the joint velocity for a
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given desired operational trajectory. The operational pa-
rameters should be defined as function of the general mo-
bility of the system, which will be first investigated in this
section.

The non slippage condition leads to:

Lẋ + JΘ̇ = 0 or Aq̇ = 0 (13)

with A = [L | J] and q̇ = [ẋ Θ̇]t.
An ideal rolling contact is equivalent to an instantaneous

spherical joint located in the contact point, so it can be ap-
proached as a 3 dof joint. Then we obtain a structure with
18 bodies (including ground) and 20 joints with 28 dof at
all. The general Gruebler mobility index is :

mg = 28− 6(20− 18 + 1) = 10 (14)

This mobility index can also be computed from equation
(13) as it is the difference between the 12 equations and the
22 (=6+16) velocity parameters.

However, this general index does not consider the rank
of the kinematic equation system and the geometry of joint
axes. The real mobility index i.e. the number of indepen-
dent velocity parameters in the equation (13) can be defined
as :

mr = dim(q)− rank(A) (15)

Figure (4) depicts real kinematic mobility index as func-
tion of contact normals and rover configurations. For a gen-
eral configuration of the robot and the ground, this mobility
is equal to 10, i.e. all equations in (13) are independents.
However, some particular configurations exhibit higher mo-
bility (11 or 12), where the rank of matrix A is equal to (11
or 10). In these cases, mobility increases and represents a
partial internal mobility of the steering axes where the joint
velocities become independents of all other vehicle velocity
parameters. In theses configurations, the additional mobil-
ities seem to be located in the steering axes which are in
theses cases collinear to the contact normals.
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Fig. 4. Mobility for some cases as function of contact planes and of con-
figurations

C. Velocity space reduction

As said in the previous section, the velocity parameter of
the steering axis is independent of other velocity parame-
ters when the steering axis is colinear to the contact normal.

This configuration introduces a singularity in the Jacobian
matrix as the steering axis passes through the contact point.
For other configurations (mainly depending of the caster an-
gle between the steering axis and the contact normal), the
column of Ji, of equation (8), associated to the steering rate
γ̇i is almost 0 which leads to an ill-conditioned matrix. Fur-
thermore, the called caster angle must be as small as possi-
ble in order to keep the contact area on the rolling tread of
the cylindrical wheel during steering. Then, this column of
the jacobian matrix and the associated time-derivative rate
will be removed in the following development. In parallel
to this, we will split velocity equations in two groups :
• The first one corresponds to other kinematic constraint
i.e. longitudinal non-slippage condition ttivsi = 0 and per-
manent contact condition nt

ivsi = 0.
• The second one corresponds to lateral slippage con-
straints ltivsi = 0,

The first group can be written by

BxLẋ + (BxJBt
j)(Bj Θ̇) = 0 (16)

with

Bx =



[
1 0 0
0 0 1

]
0

. . .

0
[

1 0 0
0 0 1

]


2n×3n

a reduction matrix selecting equation along the ti and ni

axis and

Bj =



[
I 0 0
0 0 1

]
0

. . .

0
[

I 0 0
0 0 1

]


(l−n)×m

a selection matrix eliminating γ̇i parameters and the asso-
ciated column in the jacobian matrix J.

The second group can be written by

BγLẋ + (BγJBt
j)(Bj Θ̇) = 0 (17)

with

Bγ =


[

0 1 0
]

0
. . .

0
[

0 1 0
]


n×3n

a reduction matrix selecting equation along the li axis.
This separation is done in order to separate the resolu-

tion of the inverse kinematic problem. First, we will solve
the first group by computing the reduced command vec-
tor u = Bj Θ̇ = (α̇1, β̇1, ω1, ..., α̇4, β̇4, ω4) for a given
desired twist components of the platform. Then, in a sec-
ond phase, we will compute the steering angle γi for each
wheel which provides the desired motion direction of the
platform.
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D. Computing joint rate

By analyzing the first equation group based on equation
(16), we have to compute 12 joint velocities u from 6 opera-
tional parameters ẋ by using 8 independent equations. Then
10 parameters are free. That means that the system is redun-
dant and there is an infinite solution set for u that produces
a desired motion ẋ. We propose to define a new operational
vector ξt = (xt, et) of dimension 10 based on the 6 plat-
form parameters and 4 new internal parameters e = (e1, e2,
e3, e4)t which are the half wheelbases ei = xtri.

Fig. 5. Hylos parameters and posture definition

e could be written as function of the command vector u
by analyzing the kinematic wheel-leg chain

ė = Je(Θ)u (18)

This equation expresses the contact point motion as func-
tion of the only the leg motion (without the wheel rate). It
could be simply deduced from the wheel-leg Jacobian ma-
trix Jpi

defined in equation 6 :

Je(Θ) =


j1 0 0 0
0 j2 0 0
0 0 j3 0
0 0 0 j4


4×12

(19)

with

ji = [ l1 sinαi + l2 sin(αi +βi) − l2 sin(αi +βi) 0 ]1×3

Then, we obtain 12 equations system :

L̃ξ̇ + J̃u = 0 (20)

with

L̃ =
[

BxL
I

]
et J̃ =

[
BxJBt

j

Je

]
J̃ is square 12x12 and a regular matrix (except some sin-

gular cases solved separately), then :

u = −J̃−1L̃ξ̇ (21)

E. Computing the steering angles

Each equation of the second group (Eq.17) could be
solved separately in order to gives the steering angles which
are compatible with the desired velocities of the platform ẋ
and the other internal velocities θ̇ computed in the last sec-
tion. Assuming that the lateral contact vector li colinear
the wheel axis (i.e. no camber angle), we show easily from
equation (17) that

tan γi =
vi

ui
(22)

with

vi = vy + ω′zxi − ω′xzi

ui = (vx + ω′yzi − ω′zyi + ẋi) sin(αi + βi) + ...(23)
(vz + ω′xyi − ω′yxi + żi) cos(αi + βi)

and v = (vx, vy, vz)t et ω′ = (ω′x, ω
′
y, ω

′
z)

t are platform
twist parameters in the local frame, then v = Rtṗ, ω′ =
RtTφφ̇.

For a classical wheeled system moving on a plane, the
steering angle is related directly to the lateral velocity of the
platform vy and its yaw rate ω′z . This is observed in the nu-
merator of the later equation. However, the term −ω′xzi is
not usual. In fact, roll platform reconfiguration −ω′x needs
a roll motion with a non-null steering angle.

IV. Velocity based posture control

In the section, the inverse velocity model is applied to
control the posture of the robot evolving in on uneven ter-
rain. Assuming that lateral non-slippage conditions are sat-
isfied by controlling the suitable steering angles at each
contact. Equations (21) and (22) allow to control the rover
state vector ξ through a linearized state feedback control
law.

A. Posture definition

The state vector ξt = (xt, et) = (x, y, z, ϕ, ψ, θ) can
be split in two set of parameters : 3 parameters (x, y, θ)
of the platform horizontal trajectory and 7 posture pa-
rameters. These posture parameters correspond to 3 plat-
form attitude parameters (z, φ, ψ) and 4 internal parameters
(e1, e2, e3, e4) defined previously by the half wheelbases of
each contact. Then the posture parameters vector is defined
as:

p = (ϕ, ψ, z, e1, e2, e3, e4)t

The problem of posture optimization could be treated by
considering various performance criteria as stability, trac-
tion, energy consumption... . However, it is difficult to
estimate contact normal vectors and thus to carry out a
real-time efficient optimization of contact force distribu-
tion. But, one obvious posture vector could be defined by a
constant attitude of the platform (zero pitch and roll angles
and a nominal ground clearance zn) and a constant nomi-
nal wheelbases en : pn = (0, 0, zn, en, en, en, en)t
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This posture is a good compromise : it preserves stability,
ground clearance and force transmission from actuator to
contact.

B. Posture control

When the robot crosses an irregular surface, it must
maintain its posture around a desired posture pd. We use a
state feedback proportional law for posture control:

ṗ = Kp (pd − p) (24)

where ṗ = (ϕ̇, ψ̇, żg, ẋ1, ẋ2, ẋ3, ẋ4)t and Kp a diagonal
positive matrix.

Then, we can compute the platform posture velocity by
using the following equations: vz = −żg + ωy

P
i xi

4 − ωx

P
i yi

4 ' −żg

ωx = ϕ̇− θ̇ sinψ ' ϕ̇

ωy = ψ̇ cosϕ+ θ̇ cosψ sinϕ ' ψ̇ cosϕ

The first equation assumes that the projection of the con-
tact center on the horizontal plane is closer the one of the
platform center. The two other equations, we neglect the
effect of yaw velocity θ̇.

Those posture parameters and the other velocities param-
eters (vx , vy , θ̇)t given by path tracking control are used
in the inverse velocity model which have to compute from
equations (21, 22) the actuator velocity inputs (except for
steering actuator, which are controlled in position). On
must notice that those equations require the knowledge of
normals ni at each contact. The equation (7) shows that
tangential vector ti can be determined from the measure of
the system velocity parameters, including platform param-
eters and joint ones (α̇i, β̇i). However, measuring the 3
components of the instantaneous linear velocity is not sim-
ple. In our experiment, we make an estimation of contact
normals from the average contact plane.

Our model suppose that wheel-soil contacts are main-
tained continuously. This function is guaranteed by adding
a correction term in the control law:

vt
sini = Kf (fni − f0)

where fni
is contact normal force, f0 is reference value of

the contact force (equal to the total weight divided by 4)
and Kf is positive matrix.

This control law was implemented on the robot Hylos
and experimentally evaluated on the irregular asymmetrical
ground profile shown in figure (6). The associated graph
depicts the evolution of the rover pitch and roll angles when
the robot is moving on this terrain.

V. Conclusion

In this article, we develop the kineto-static model of a
wheeled-legged rover. A method to inverse the differen-
tial kinematic model had been proposed, this method in-
troduces internal parameters to take the system redundancy
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Fig. 6. Corrected pitch and roll angles of the rover evolving on irregular
terrain

into account. Posture parameters were introduced and an
algorithm for their control had been described. This algo-
rithm uses the inverse velocity model and it was validated
for the control of a constant nominal posture.
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